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City of York Public Library. Index Catalogue of the books in
the Central Lending Library; compiled by Arthur H.
Furnish, Public Librarian. York, 1893. Royal 8vo.,
pp. viii., 192.

The York Library opens the doors of its lending department with
over 10,000 volumes. Half of this number has been taken over from the
York Institute, and this, no doubt, accounts for the large proportion of
three-volume novels. This catalogue has been compiled with much care
and knowledge, but the use of synonymous headings, intentional as it
would appear by the cross references, does not add to the simplicity of
the work. The authors' names are printed in italics, and the dates of
publication are unnecessarily enclosed in parentheses.

Catalogue of new books in the Christ Church, Southwark,
Public Library; compiled by Henry W . Bull, Librarian.
London, 1892. 8vo., pp. 122.

It is difficult to decide whether the compiler or the printer is most
responsible for the defects of this catalogue, which chiefly consist of mis-
spelt words, wrong founts, and a want of uniformity. The intention has
been to print the authors' names in the author-entry in small capitals, but
so many have escaped and are printed in lower case that it might be
thought attention was being directed to one author more than another.
Greater care was also needed in putting titles into lower case, as in such
items as Footprints of the creator, La vend/e, In a Canadian canoe, Old
mortality, Last of ike mohicans, and others, capitals are needed. As
this is evidently the work of a beginner, who otherwise shows he possesses
a fair knowledge of the art of cataloguing, we point these faults out in
no captious spirit, but with a desire to show the need for more careful,
painstaking work, if a creditable and accurate production is to result As
the style of printing followed is seemingly that of the Clerkenwell
catalogue, a closer study of that work would have led to the avoidance
of the mistakes named.

Stoke Newington Public Library. Catalogue of the Reference
and Lending Departments, compiled by the Librarian.
8vo., 1893, PP- vi., 242, advts. Price 6d.

The Stoke Newington Library has remained since its opening in a
state of comparative inefficiency from the want of proper officers, and,
from the public standpoint, more especially owing to the need of a
printed catalogue. Within almost a few weeks of his appointment, the
present librarian, Mr. George Precce, has remedied most of the defects
of the institution, including the necessary catalogue, and judging by the
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